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21 ways

TO GROW YOUR NETWORK
One of the first things you’ll learn when starting out
in the mortgage and lending industry is that your
network is your lifeline. Without them, you won’t
be around very long.

If you’re reading this and thinking, “My network?
I’ve got my friends, my family, my neighbor Marsha,
my dog’s groomer… um…” well then, we’ve got
some work to do. Even if you can rattle off your
200 closest acquaintances, it never hurts to grow
your network even further.
Here are 21 creative ways to expand your reach.
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WITH YOUR COMMUNITY ON FACEBOOK
An easy way to grow your network on Facebook is to expand your reach past people who
are immediately looking to buy or sell a home, and instead make your Page a hub for local
community news and events. Try sharing a weekly post on “Places you need to be this
week” where you can engage with local businesses and share events. This will broaden
your target audience, and help grow your following. Remember, social media is a two way
street! Not only should you be posting information about local events, but you should also
be engaging with other local businesses by liking, commenting, and sharing their posts.
The biggest mistake a social media newbie can make is treating their social channels like
a microphone instead of a network.

“Being engaging and
helpful is the best way
to make connections”
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SOME GROUPS
Facebook groups can be an incredible
way to get advice from your peers or make
connections with people in your community.
For starters, try joining some local groups,
such as a local professionals or your local
Mortgage Banker or Broker associations.
When you join, write a post introducing
yourself, explaining what you do, and what
you’re looking forward to getting out of the
group. Then, join some national groups.
Introduce yourself here as well, and don’t
hesitate to chime in if you see a question
you have an answer for. Being engaging
and helpful is the best way to make
connections.

Here’s three groups on Linkedin to get to
get you started:
National Mortgage Professional Magazine
Mortgage Professionals Magazine
MPA (Mortgage Professional America)
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FIND
OTHERS

LIKE YOU THROUGH MEETUP

Are you passionate about a hobby? Whether it’s running,
rowing, or red wine drinking, you can probably find a group
of local people who share your passion on MeetUp. This
site allows any member to schedule public meetings,
whether they’re at a park, restaurant, bar, or any other
place. You can join meet ups around your area or create
new ones if you can’t find what you’re looking for. People
love to work with others that share their interests, so
growing your network with others that share your hobbies
and passions can be invaluable.
When you attend a meet up, don’t go with sales in mind. If
it comes up, feel free to hand over a business card, but you
shouldn’t be cornering people to discuss why they should
refinance this week. Remember, we’re looking to grow a
network to increase business over the long term, so don’t
scare people away!

“People love to work
with others that
share their interests”
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TUNE IN

ON TWITTER

Twitter’s search function is a powerful and underused feature of the social network. Not
only can you search for people and local businesses, but you can also search for users
that are moving to your area. Try searching “Moving to Your City” or “Buying a house in
Your City” in the search bar at the top of your Twitter timeline. You’ll likely come across a
handful of people Tweeting about moving to your market. If they’ve Tweeted about it in
the last week or so, follow them and Tweet a quick message to them about how great the
area is, and share a link to a blog post or article about the city. Hopefully, they’ll engage
with you and give you a follow back. When they get serious about moving and buying a
home, you’ll be top of mind. New to Twitter? Here are 5 quick tips to get you started.

“You’ll likely come
across a handful of
people Tweeting about
moving to your market”
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PICK A
CAUSE

And GET INVOLVED
People like working with real people, not
just “effective negotiators” and “local
experts.” Get involved in a local cause
and put a human touch on your “About
me” page while also making connections
in your local community. Love animals,
children, or the arts, but not sure how to
get involved? Try searching your area and
interests on Volunteer Match where you
can find organizations that need your help.

“You’ll be
improving your
whole community
while growing
your network”

If your mortgage brokerage or bank
doesn’t have an organized community
event, try starting one! The biggest
example of this in the real estate/lending
space is Keller-Williams’ Red Day, but
even a company of 5 can make an impact.
Getting together and championing a
worthy cause can help improve your whole
community while giving your business a
boost.
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A PINTEREST MAVEN
Pinterest has grown from a hub for cheesy butter biscuit recipes to a bona fide player in
the social media marketing game. Different types of consumers utilize different social
networks, and Pinterest’s demographics are slightly different than Facebook, Twitter, or
LinkedIn. Pinterest is a predominantly female user group, and is more popular in suburban
and rural areas. The decision makers in your target audience might not be on Twitter or
Instagram, they could be on Pinterest. This is why it’s important to be present here as well
as other social networks. Pinterest has some great tools, such as a Chrome extension, and
a connection with Buffer that can make it quick and easy to keep your profile updated.
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Collect

CONTACT INFO WITH CONTENT

Someone isn’t likely to fill out a lead capture form on lender’s website until they’re seriously
considering buying a home in the near future. However, there’s a lot more people in your
target market who would subscribe to a weekly blog post about a community they’re
interested in, or download an eBook that gives them valuable advice about saving up
for a down payment. This exchange of information is what makes inbound marketing so
effective. You’re able to provide a consumer with real value, instead of just expecting them
to fill out a pop-up lead capture form.

“This exchange of
information is what
makes inbound
marketing so effective”

MAKE

BLOGGING A HABIT

There’s nothing more intimidating than a blank page. If you want to start creating content
that will improve your search rankings and website traffic, you better get used to facing that
blank page more than once a month. Some of the most successful mortgage and lending
blogs turn out content at least once a week, some as often as one post a day!
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A YOUTUBE GURU
Video can be a valuable addition to any marketing strategy.
Not only is YouTube the 2nd biggest search engine in the
world, it’s the perfect outlet for demonstrating your knowledge
and personality to potential clients.
Scared to be on camera? The only way to get over your fear
is to try it. Pick a topic your target market is interested in
learning about, set up your camera in a well lit area, and start
talking. When you’re done, upload it to YouTube. The more
you practice, the less you’ll stumble, and the more engaging
your videos will become.

ON YOUR LONG-DISTANCE
REFERRAL BUSINESS
Building a referral network outside of your immediate area
can help generate leads from buyers moving to your area. The
quickest ways to make connections in other cities is through
networking groups on Facebook and LinkedIn, and lending
forums like. Ask and answer questions on these networks, and
you can connect with other professionals across the country.
A little patience and you can forge these friendships into an
effective long distance referral network!
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“Building a referral
network can help
generate leads
from buyers moving
to your area”

Your online presence with Google+
Google+ is the social network with the biggest possibility to impact your search rankings,
yet it’s still widely underused by mortgage and lending professionals. Here are some tips
for getting traction on Google+.
• Post directly to your page: While it’s okay to link off to your website and blog from your
Google+ page, it’s also helpful to post content directly on your profile. This content will be
quickly indexed by Google, giving you a better shot at ranking highly in search engine results.
• Drive traffic to your page: Since content on Google+ is so beneficial, try to direct potential
clients to your page whenever possible. Include links to your profile on your website and
blog, and link to posts from your Facebook, Twitter, and Pinterest pages.
• Connect with others: If someone is logged into their Google account when searching,
posts by their connections will show up higher in search results. The more people you’re
connected to on Google+, the more people will be seeing your content.
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Leverage

LINKEDIN
PUBLISHING

LinkedIn recently rolled-out a long form publishing feature that’s available on any profile.
Think of it as a mini blog with posts that appear on your LinkedIn profile for connections
and others to see.
• Keep it short: Articles with 400-600 words get the most shares. Focus in on one specific
topic that you know well, and write a short post about it. It’s better to keep your articles
to the point.
• Write to your audience: Who are you writing for? That depends on your professionals
goals at the moment. Are you seeking to find professional connections for referrals and
business growth, professionals in related fields for guest blogging opportunities, or locals
in your area that are potential leads? Pick an audience that you would like to reach on
LinkedIn, and focus on creating frequent content pieces for them.

Get

Face time with influencers
at conferences

There’s no denying that the price of conferences can be steep. Real estate shows and
conventions can cost hundreds of dollars for a few day event. However, the connections
you make at these conferences can be invaluable. It’s not the information that’s presented
at conferences that’s the most valuable, it’s the face to face networking opportunities with
major players in the industry.
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On Instagram
Instagram is one of the easiest social networks to grow your following on, because it’s
so easy to browse and see new people through their hashtags and discover features.
Instagram is all about images, which means your posting strategy should be a little different
than other social networks. You’ll want to focus on the most visual aspects of your job —
houses, neighborhood and city scenes, and the people you work with, like clients and other
LO’s in your office. Before you post, browse for some relevant hashtags, such as your city
name or neighborhood tags.
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Attend

Local events, and
document them

Not only does attending local events get you out into the community and help you make
connections, it also gives you great content to share on your blog and social media
channels. If there’s a parade, concert, or festival that happens every year in your area,
go to it, and take lots of pictures! Annual or monthly events can be popular search terms,
and if there’s not a ton of online information about the event, you’ll have a better chance
of ranking highly. Here are some tips to get the most social traction from your local posts:
• Use hashtags: Events, neighborhoods, restaurants… you name it, it probably has a hashtag.
If you’re attending a concert or food festival, do a quick social media search to see if there’s
a hashtag you can use on your Twitter and Instagram posts. This will increase the likelihood
of someone outside of your following will see your post and engage.
• Check in: Instagram has a powerful location tagging feature that allows you to “check
in” to a place or event. When you share an image or post, add the location. This will
allow others attending the event or browsing pictures of that tag to see your post, even
if they don’t follow you.
• Tag others: The more people that are tagged in your social posts, the more likely it is
to be seen and shared. Tag anyone at the event with you, and you can also search and
see if the event has a Twitter or Instagram handle, and tag them too.
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Join

A local board
or committee

Joining a local Chamber of Commerce, Lion’s Club, Rotary
International, Junior League, or community board will help
you connect with influencers in your area. If you’re new to
an area or haven’t connected with other business owners
and professionals, these groups are an awesome way to
get involved. They also work to improve their community,
so you’ll be pitching in for a greater cause as well as
making connections.

Answer

The phone as
often as possible

Talking to a real voice creates a connection better than
any online message. Seems obvious, right? Unfortunately,
not every lender is easy to get a hold of. In fact, lack of
communication has been the #1 complaint against real
estate and lending professionals for several years running.
Once you get processes and plans in place to grow your
network and generate leads, you have to be prepared to
keep in contact with them to keep them interested long
term.
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Write

For a local publication

Many local papers, magazines, and news websites have
a real estate and mortgage/lending section, and they may
be looking for contributors. Even if your local publication
doesn’t have a real estate and mortgage/lending section,
they might be open to adding a column — especially if
they can do it for free. Get in touch with an editor and
pitch your idea for a contribution, such as a monthly local
market report, schedule of upcoming local events, or an
advice column on securing a loan and types of loans, etc.
Play to your strengths. If you don’t know anything about
creating housing report charts, don’t offer to make them!
A publication will want high-quality content, so choose a
topic you’re comfortable writing about. Getting published
will not only give your personal brand a boost, it will help
you become a stronger and more consistent writer.
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Build

Your brand with
a unique website
If you’re handing out business cards directing potential
leads to find you online, you need to have something
engaging and stunning to send them to. Here are the musthave features of any real estate website:

• A mobile-friendly layout: More than half of all Internet
traffic now comes from mobile devices, so it’s important to
have a responsive website that looks great on any device.
• Landing pages: Even the most stunning website won’t
collect leads without any landing pages. Be sure to
include a few simple landing pages and lead capture
forms that you can direct your site visitors to.
• Keyword friendly content: Pick your target audience,
then build content pages and blog posts around
information they value. This will help you increase your
traffic and climb search engine rankings organically.
Want to know more features every real estate website
should have? Check out this eBook.
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A professional
networking group
When you think of networking events, you might picture bad speed dating — asking a
quick “What do you do?” while trying to get your business card in as many hands as
possible. But many networking events are way more engaging than that. Many groups
rent out event spaces with food, drinks, and activities that give people the opportunity to
have real, meaningful conversations with other professionals. Here are some tips to rock
any networking event:
• You’re more than a job title: When someone asks what you do, give them your specific
niche and specialty instead of just saying “I’m a Mortgage Broker (Loan Officer, Mortgage
Banker, etc.)” This will make you more memorable, while also starting a conversation.
For example, “I help first time home buyers get their first mortgage”.
• Don’t be afraid to meet anyone: There’s one thing to keep in mind when you start a
conversation with a big shot at a networking event — they’re a real person too. The
most well known people in the room are likely used to getting pitched all the time, so
if you can craft a real conversation with them instead, you’ll form a real connection.
• Be engaged: Nothing makes a worse impression than being the person constantly
scanning the room, looking for the next person to talk to. When you engage with
someone, make eye contact, nod, keep your body angled toward them, and most
importantly — listen.
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Keep

In touch with every
contact, every time

Even if you’re the greatest at attending
parties and collecting business cards, your
business won’t see any long-term growth
if you aren’t making an effort to keep in
touch with your new connections. Here are
some things every mortgage pro needs to
stay on top of their connections and leads:
• Business card scanner app: Import
contacts straight into your phone using
an app like Evernote or CamCard for
easy access.
• E-mail marketing system: Once you’ve
captured someone’s contact information,
you have to find a way to keep them
engaged with you. Manual e-mails will
take over your life if you let them, so invest
in a drip e-mail system to help you out.
• CRM: All of the leads in the world won’t
make you money if you can’t keep
track of them. Look for a CRM or lead
management system that allows you to
track your contacts, from new business
cards to hot leads.
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Attract
Highly qualified leads.
Nurture
Your prospects.
Close
More deals.
bound
See what our in
m
marketing platfor
can do for you!

Pipeline ROI’s inbound marketing platform gives you the tools and training you
need to take control of your marketing and get results. With a mobile-friendly,
SEO-optimized website, social media tools, targeted landing pages, and powerful
analytics, you’ll be building your brand and growing your business in no time.

FIND OUT MORE
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